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Abstract: - -L'1this work, we solv:ed particle transport in a two-zone enclosure numerically with different airflow
pattems, particle properties and algo source positions. A discrete trajectory was employed for the particIe movement.
Five isotropic line sources which are alI taken at different positions oftne same zone were festejo It was observed that
for alI airflow pattems, residence time increases with decreasing size of particIes. Increase in size and mass increases
the chaTIceof particles to get deposited auto the fIoor. Source locations should be chosen in the main stream of the fIow
so that particles convect fast through and not contribute indoor polIutant concentration. ConcIusions were drawn for
every numerical experiment in arder to show tendencies of particle dynamics within the encIosure.
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1 Introduction
In modero society, people spend most of their time
indoor and are constantly exposed toparticles. Indoor
particles have multiple origins from outdoor soil dust,
building materiaIs, to occupants and their activities.
Knowledge of transport ,and deposition of these particles
in indoor environments is important in addressing
questions conceming occupational exposure, associated
health risks and algo implementing cleaning strategies
[1,2]. .

Aerosol particle movements and deposition are
investigated by many researchers. Among them, Miguel
and Silva experimentalIy studied particle deposition on a
fIat piare with various slopes [3]. Lu et aI. calculated
aerosol particle migration and depoSitien in a two zone
chamber and compared their prediGtions with
corresponding experimental measurements [4]. Lee and
Awbi investigated the effect af internal ~partitioning on
the roam air quality and :ventilation [5]. Zhao et aI.
studied-air movement -ancLaerosol-particle concentration
an<L.depositionin displacement and mixing ventilation
rooms numericalIy [6]. Aydin eLal. obtained equilibrium
particle distribution in a cavity and algo a ventilated
roam [7, 8]. Recently, Miguel et aI. studied effects of air
humidity and -currentsand eiectrical charges upon indoor
particle deposition experimentalIy [9].

In this work, the movement of particles is
investigated considering airflow pattems, particle

properties and source positions in a model roam. Airflow
partem is changed by altering the location of the outlet
(exhaust). Three different locations were tested. The
particles used in the study vary from 1 to 100 flm with
two different densities of (pp=240 kg/m3) and (pp=2300
kglm3) representing light and heavy materiaIs. Five tine
sources are considered in_-one zone of the enclosure.
Particles are alI released homogenously and isotropicalIy
with the same initial conditions

2 ComputationaI Fluid Dynamics
A square cavity with dimensions of 2.5 m in length and
2.5m in height is considered here. At the middle ofthe
cavity a partition half way down to its height is used,
which divides it into two connected zones. In each
configuration air is supplied tmough the same location
while exhaust (outlet) location is ch-anged(see Fig. 1).

The steady state fIow field is defined bythe Navier-
Stokes equations together with the standard k-E two-
equation model of turbulence and solved numerically
with the finite volume method [10]. The airflow is
assumed to be incompressible. The non-slip boundary
conditions are ser along walls of the encIosure and algo
surfaces of the partition. The fIat velocity profile is
prescribed at the inlet while pressure outlet boundary
conditions are ser at the outlet.

A homogenously distributed nodded grid was
employed at first mn and then, the cell size ofthe grid
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where high gradients of velocities exist has been varied
gradually to ensure a, grid independent soiution. The
final forrn ofthe grid for outlet VI can-be seen in Fig. 2.

Fig.l Geometrical configuration: 1-5 show source
positions and VI-V3 represent outlet positions

The grid with f8092 quadrilateral cells and 19080 nades
arefound to be appropriate for this study.

Fig2 Grid afilie domain for outlet VI

R~ynõ-Ids number Re is calculated according

to puD,,/ J1., where p is density of air, u is velôcity at the

supply, Ilis dynamic viscosity of-cair,Dh is the hydmuliG
\

diameter af the roem, which- was 2.5 m. Under
re!axation factors were arranged-to ensure convergence
in the solution. Airflow pattern ischanged'byshifting
the'location of the outlet. Three .differentlocations were
tested. Contours of stream function arRe=170000 are
shown in Fig. 3. This shows-four asymmetric siowly re-
circulating regions located at the corners
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Fig.3 Contours of Stream Function for VI

3 Particle Dynamics
Once the solution ofair flow nas been obtained,each
particle trajectory was then calculated. A fixed
continuous phase flow field was assumed, in other
words, the particles do not rnodifYsignificantly the air
flow (uncoupled approach). All particles are assumed to
be spherical. The trajectory of a particle is predicted by
integrating the force balance on the particle. This force
balance equates the particle inertia with forces acting on
the particle and can be written as

O Q (O P ) M(Pp-r)
-dUp/dt=Fa -FD\U-Up +

Pp

.where Fa represents additional forcessuch as lift force

due to shear, the force due to the pressure gradient in air

and the Brownian force [11], and FD (li-lip) is the
drag force per unit mass and

p - 1811' CD Re
-.. D- - 2 24

ppdp

Here u is the air velocity, Upis the particle velocity, Jl is
the viscosity of air, p is the air density, PPis lhe density
of the particle, and d p is lhe partic1e diameter. The last
term-in Eq.l stands for the buoyancy force.

In the case -aI larger particles, Eq.I becomes an
ordinary deterrninistic differential equation due to lhe
exclusion of Brownian term, which brings stochastic
character to i1. Therefore, its solution is straightforward
as long as initial conditions are given.

The trajectory equations are solved by stepwise
integration over time steps. The integration time step is
computed based on a specified length scale (L) and the

(1)

(2)
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velocity of the particle and of t.~e continuous phase

'asL\t= L . Integration in time of Eq.I yields the
up +u

velocity afilie particle at each point along the trajectory,
with the trajectory itself predicted by

dt =B
dt p

Equations (1) and (3) are solved to predict the
trajectories of particles.

3-Results

Particles are tracked until they hit surfaces. Five source
-locations for the particles-are considered in the volume
of the left zone (see Table I). Note that alI locations
were given in dimensionless coordinates

(x *= X/Dh , Y*= Y/Dh ). For each caIculationand at
every source location, 100 partieles homogenously
diStributed in each source location are released exactly
with the same initial conditions. Injected particles were
alI tracked down until they leave the domain or hit
surfaces of the enelosure. Rebounding was not
considered. Cork (pp=240 kg/m3) and concrete materiais
(pp=2300 kg/m3) of gizes 1, 10 and 100 ~m were
considered. This lets-the range of densities, which most
of solid indoor contaminants falI in between.

Table 1 Source Locations

2.1 Effect of Particle Sizes
The typical trajectories of-3 particles of gizes I, 10 and
HlO-Jlmplaced initialIy at the same place (x*=0.25 and
y*=0.88) for V-I (Le. outlet location in V-I) are shown
in Fig. 4.-ÂmGng them, the concrete particle with the
size of 100 Jlm deposits on the floor due to gravity while
--alIothers leave the roam. Particies with 1JlIDsize folIow

-air streamline. However, they are affected by Brownian
motioo and this effect as small deviations from
streamline isvÍsible.

2.2 Effect of Airflow Patterns
A maximum numberoÍ 106time steps is used as to
preventthe possihilityof a particIebeing caughtin a re-
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circulating regiDo of the flow field and being tracked
infinitely.

(3) 1j11m----..

a) concrete particles

1rnm -

t
100mm

b) cork particles

FigA Typical trajectories of 3 partieles of gizes 1, 10 and
10 mmplaced initially at the garoeplace for V-I

For alI airflow patterns (VI-V3), residence time
increases with decreasing particle size (for both concrete
andcork). This means they stay longer suspended in air,
therefore giving the maio contribution to indoor
polIutant concentration. For heavier particles, the
deposition probability is high due to gravity. The chance
that smalI size particles get deposited auto the ceiling ís
high. This chance-becomes higher for lighter partieles.
For allairflow patterns, while particle deposition
probability is the highest for the outlet V-I whereas Jhe
V-2 is found to be the most efficient in terms of particle
escaping probability. The V-3 is elose to the
recirculationregion at the comer. This increases the
possibility of a particie beiog caught in this regioo. As a
result, it is wise to choose outlets 00 side\'/alls. Most of
deposition occurs 00 fioor surfaces. Therefore, it would
be more efficient for filters for colIecting deposited
partic1esif positioned on sidewalls elose to fioor surface.

Source * * y
No Xmin xmax

1 .0.04 0.08 0.88
-2 0.22 0.26 0.88
3 0.40 0.44 0.88
4 0.04 0.08 0.50
5 0.22 0.26 0.50
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2.3 Effect of Source Locations
FQf alI airflow patterns, source 1 (see Fig.1) gives the
highest contribution in deposition on the ceiling. The
maximum value occurs in the case of V-I and for iight
and small size particles. For ali studied airflow pattems
alI particles released from the source 2, where air
velocities is high, convected fast through and leave the
domain as shown in Fig.5. On the other hand, among the
sources, particles released from the source 1 stay longer
suspended in Rir and consequently, have more influence
on indoor Rirquality. This does not change with particle
properties (size and mass) as shown in Fig.6. The flow at
the location of the source 1 is slow and close to the
boundary layer.

a) cork particles for the V-2

b) concrete particles for theV-3

Fig.5 Trajectories of partícles of size 100 J.lmreleased
from Source 2

Whatever mass and size of the partic1es are, particles
released frorn sources 4 and 5 for both V2 and V3 leave
the roam without deposition.
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a) 10 J.lmconcrete particles for the V-2

b) I J.lfficork particles for the V-3

Fig.6 Trajectories of particles released from Source 1

For alI airflow patterns, the effect of the partitioningon
deposition is more significant when particles are released
from source 3 as shown in Fig.? Increase in-size and

"-mass increases the chance of particles to get deposited
()n the fIoor.

Fig.7 Trajectories 0[1 t-lmconcrete particles re!eased
fiom Source 3 for V-3
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.4 Conclusion
Movement of particles is investigated considering the
factors of airflow pattems, particlecharacteristics anã
source positions in a model room. For alI airflow
pattems, residence time increases with decreasing size
(for both heavy anã light particles). This means they stay
longer suspended in air anã therefore, contributing
significantly to indoor pollutant concentration, which
confirms the fmdings ofLu et aI [4]. For larger particles,
the probability to get deposited is higher due to gravity.
Increase in size and mass increases the chance of
particles to get deposited ente the floor. This is in
agreement with the literature [4, 6]. Airflow pattem anã
source locations have important influences OpORindoor
air quality. Particles entrained in main flow stream easily
convect anã leave.the roem. Particles captured in a re-
eirculating region of the flow field have more residenee
times. in the room anã consequently,eontribute
significantly indoor polIutant eoneentration.

Finally, the approaeh presented in this paper ean be
extended to more interestingindoor cases anã three-
dimensional deposition problems.
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